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Course Name : Mechanical Engineering Group 

Course Code : ME/PG/PT/MH/MI/FE/FG 

Semester : Fourth 

Subject Title : Manufacturing Processes  

Subject Code : 17402 

 
Teaching and Examination Scheme 
 

Teaching Scheme Examination Scheme 

TH TU PR PAPER 
HRS TH PR OR TW TOTAL 

03 -- 04 03 100 25# -- 50@ 175 

  
  
Rationale:  

Diploma technician often comes across various types of basic manufacturing processes. He / 

she is required to select, operate and control the appropriate processes for specific applications. He / 

she is also required to know about various cutting tools, latest improvements in manufacturing 

processes. This is a core technology subject. The diploma technician should know how the raw 

material gets processed through various processes and ultimately results into finished goods. 

Hence it is essential that, he has understanding of basic manufacturing processes, machines, tools 

and equipments. With sound knowledge of this subject, the diploma technician will be able to 

handle and control practical situations more effectively and confidently. 

Objectives: 

The student will be able to: 

1) Use the basic machine tools like lathe and drilling. 

2) Produce and inspect the job as per specified dimensions. 

3) Select the specific manufacturing processes for the desired output. 

4) Adopt safety practices while working on various machines. 

5) Explain the different types of plastic moulding processes. 

6) Select the basic manufacturing process for different components to be machined. 
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Learning Structure: 
 
 

 
Application 

 
 
 
Procedure 
 
 
 
 
Principle 
 
 
 
 
 
Concepts 
 
 
 
 
 
Facts 
 

Selection of process and process parameters for the given work 
piece. 

To understand the use of Lathe, Drilling, Spot welding 
machine, Plastic moulding machines. 

Working principle of Forging, rolling, extrusion, press, 
principle of metal flow, principle of metal cutting, plastic 

moulding, principle of solidification, joining.

Concept of Forging, rolling, extrusion, press, Single and 
multipoint cutting tool, Lathe, drilling, casting, patterns, 
plastic moulding, sand mould, welding, brazing & soldering. 

Forging, furnaces, dies, rolling mills, extrusion methods, 
press, dies, lathe, drilling machine, tools, operations, 
Applications, patterns, plastic moulds, casting types, welding 
types, brazing & soldering 
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 Theory: 
 

Topic and Content Hours Marks
1:Forming Processes                                                                      
Specific Objectives: 
 To list basic manufacturing processes and write working principal 

of different manufacturing processes like Drop forging, Rolling 
and Extrusion 

 To identify and select proper manufacturing process for a specific 
component 

Content 
1.1 Drop forging:                                                                           06 Marks 
Upset  forging, press forging(die forging),open die & closed die forging, 
forging operations 
1.2 Rolling:                                                                                    06 Marks  
Principle of rolling, hot & cold rolling, Types of rolling mill, application of 
rolling 
1.3 Extrusion:                                                                                06 Marks  
Direct & indirect extrusion, Advantages, disadvantages and Applications. 

08 18 

2. Press working:                                                                           
Specific Objectives: 
 To define Press working machine principal 
 To state various classification of press machine. 
 To state different operations performed on press machine and 

their p[practical applications 
Content 
2.1 Press classification, press operations like punching/piercing, blanking, 

notching, lancing                                                                      06 Marks 
2.2 Die set components and types of dies                                      06 Marks 
2.3 Forming Operations: Bending, drawing                                  04 Marks 

08 16 

3. Casting Processes:                                                                     
Specific Objectives: 
 To state different between pattern and model 
 To list different types of pattern and their applications 
 To state various types of pattern allowances. 
 To state various types of casting processes. 

Content 
3.1 Pattern making:                                                                      06 Marks 

Basic steps in making casting, Pattern : types, materials and allowances, 
tools, color coding of patterns 

3.2 Moulding:                                                                                06 Marks 
Types of moulding sands, properties of sand, moulding methods, cores 
and core prints, elements of gating system, bench moulding, floor 
moulding, pit moulding, machine moulding. 

3.3 Casting:                                                                                    06 Marks 
Furnaces: Construction and working of cupola furnace, electric arc 
furnace. - Methods & applications of - Centrifugal casting, shell 
moulding, investment casting, Casting defects - Causes & remedies. 

3.4 Hot chamber and cold chamber die casting, Die casting defects - Causes & 
remedies.                                                                                  04 Marks 

10 22 

4. Welding                                                                                      
Specific Objectives:      07 14 
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 To define Arc welding and Gas welding Principal. 
 To state difference between soldering and brazing processes 

Content  
4.1 Introduction & classification of welding processes -  

Gas welding, carbon arc welding, shielded metal arc welding, TIG 
welding, MIG welding, plasma arc welding, resistance welding types- 
spot, seam projection. Electron beam welding, laser beam welding, 
welding defects.                                                                           10 Marks  

4.2 Introduction to soldering and brazing – 
      Process, fillers, heating methods & applications.                        04 Marks 
5. Machining Operations                                                                 
Specific Objectives: 
 To state the working principal of lathe and drilling machines. 
 To list out various operations performed on lathe and drilling 

machines 
Content 
5.1 Lathe Machine:                                                                        12 Marks 

Introduction, classification and basic parts of center lathe & their 
functions, Lathe operations like facing, plain turning, taper turning, thread 
cutting, chamfering, grooving, knurling. Cutting tool nomenclature & tool 
signature, cutting parameters.  

5.2 Drilling Machine:                                                                      08 Marks 
Introduction, classification, basic parts of radial drilling machine and their 
functions, twist drill nomenclature, drilling machine operations like 
drilling, reaming, boring, counter sinking, counter boring, spot facing. 
Cutting parameters. 

10 20 

6. Plastic Moulding:                                                                       
Specific Objectives: 
 To state different properties of plastics 
 To explain various plastic mauling methods like Injection, blow, 

compression molding 
Content 
Introduction, Properties of plastics, types of plastics, plastic moulding 
methods - compression moulding, injection moulding, blow moulding, 
extrusion, vacuum forming and calendaring. 

05 10 

Total 48 100
 
Practical: 
Skills to be developed: 
 
Intellectual skills:  

1) Identify basic manufacturing processes like forging, rolling and extrusion, for required 
component. 

2) Specify need of pattern allowances. 
3) Decide process parameters for different operations. 
4) Decide tools required for a manufacturing process. 
5) Identify a joining method for fabrication. 

 
Motor Skills:  

1) Operate lathe, drilling machine. 
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2) Set the tool and select the cutting parameters for machining operations. 
3) Set the tools, job and decide cutting parameters. 
4) Inspect various dimensions of jobs by using measuring instruments. 
5) Make simple wooden / thermocole pattern. 

 
List of Practical: 

1) One turning job on lathe containing the operations like plain turning, step turning, taper 
turning, grooving, knurling and chamfering. 

2) One job using Spot welding machine. (Min. 4 spots on 0.5-1mm thick metal strip.) 
3) One simple job on TIG / MIG welding setup or visit to TIG / MIG welding shop. 
4) Moulding practice for any one pattern. 
5) Industrial visit to observe plastic processing shop and report on the visit. 
6) One composite job containing the operations like lathe with axial & across drilling (like 

Nut-   Bolt assembly or any other equivalent job). 
7) Demonstration of eccentric turning using four jaw chuck. 

 
Notes: 

1] The workshop instructors should prepare specimen job in each shop as demonstration 
practice before the student (as per the drawing given by subject teacher/ workshop 
superintendent). 

2] Theory behind practical is to be covered by the concerned subject teacher/ workshop 
superintendent. 

3] Workshop diary should be maintained by each student duly signed by respective shop 
instructors. 

4] Assignments are to be assessed by the concerned subject teacher/ workshop superintendent. 
 
 Guidelines for conducting Practical Examination for MANUFACTURING PROCESSES  

1. The job drawing must be jointly decided by the External and Internal examiner prior to one 
day in advance from the commencement of practical examination. Every student should be 
supplied the copy of job drawing before examination. 

2. Time for practical examination should be THREE HOURS. 
3. Practical examination of the students shall consists of Turning job containing different 

operations like  Facing, straight Turning, Taper turning, Chamfering, Knurling , Threading,  
Grooving.  (Minimum 5 operations) Students will perform the job as per the drawing 
provided to them. 

4. Raw material size – Bar dia. 40 to 50 mm, length 80 to 100 mm. 
 
Learning Resources: 
Books: 

Sr. 
No. Author Title Publisher 

01 S. K. Hajra Chaudhary, 
Bose, Roy 

Elements of workshop 
Technology-Volume I & II 

Media Promoters and 
Publishers Limited 

02 O. P. Khanna & Lal Production Technology 
Volume- I & II 

Production Technology 
Volume- I & II 
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Dhanpat Rai Publications 

03 W. A. J. Chapman, S. J. 
Martin 

W. A. J. Chapman, S. J. 
Volume –I,II Viva Books (p) Ltd. 

04 O.P. Khanna A text book of Foundry Tech. Dhanpat Rai Publications 

05 H.S. Bawa Workshop Technology 
Volume- I & II Tata McGraw-Hill 

06 P.C. Sharma Production Engineering S. Chand Publications 


